GREEN CARDS

Find and link to an article about binge-drinking monkeys in the journal *New Scientist*.

Available via Lexis-Nexis

Find and link to an article about the ways in which Facebook might affect your employment in the future in the *Journal of Managerial Psychology*.

Available from the publisher

Find and link to an article about feeding chestnuts to pigs to make better tasting sausage in the *Journal of Muscle Foods*.

Available from the publisher

Find and link to an article about young turtles eating breakfast in the journal *New Scientist*.

Available via Lexis-Nexis
YELLOW CARDS

Find and link to an article on the symptoms people experience after bungee jumping in the journal The Physician and Sportsmedicine.


Find and link to an article on blowing bubbles that last forever in the journal Astronomy and Geophysics.


Find and link to an article on the possible beneficial effects of coffee on liver disease in the journal Alimentary Pharmacology and Therapeutics.


Find and link to an article on romantics, realists and space exploration in the journal Astronomy & Geophysics.

“Who will explore space? Romantics, realists or neither” Astronomy & Geophysics 49.5 (Oct 2008): p5.36(1.01).